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DANCE THEATRE OF HARLEM
RECEIVES $10 MILLION GIFT
FROM PHILANTHROPISTS
MACKENZIE SCOTT and DAN JEWETT
LARGEST CONTRIBUTION IN COMPANY HISTORY
ENSURES PROSPEROUS FUTURE AND
CONTINUED LEGACY OF DIVERSITY IN DANCE
(New York, NY – June 15, 2021) – Virginia Johnson, Artistic Director and Founding Member of
Dance Theatre of Harlem, along with the company’s Executive Director, Anna Glass, announced today
a $10 million gift from author and philanthropist MacKenzie Scott and educator and philanthropist Dan
Jewett. This transformative contribution to the trailblazing organization will ensure DTH’s legacy of
artistic excellence, robust training and community-engagement while supporting the vital leadership and
institutional framework for years to come. The gift from Ms. Scott and Mr. Jewett is the largest single
contribution in the esteemed company’s 52-year history and comes at a time when DTH and artistic
companies around the world have had to pivot in response to a pandemic that has made live performance
all but impossible for more than a year. This significant support follows an extraordinary gift received in
November 2020 from the Ford Foundation, which also named Dance Theatre of Harlem as one of
America’s Cultural Treasures, and an equally paramount gift from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation in
January 2020 earmarked for much-needed capacity building. For more information on DTH, please visit
www.DanceTheatreOfHarlem.org.
Influential philanthropists, MacKenzie Scott and Dan Jewett, came forward this week as Dance
Theatre of Harlem’s single largest benefactor in company history with a gift of $10 million, an
unprecedented commitment to upholding the legacy of Arthur Mitchell and continuing his
groundbreaking work in the world of dance begun 52 years ago.
Ms. Scott and Mr. Jewett joined The Giving Pledge, in which signatories agree to give away a majority of
their acquired wealth. In less than two years, Scott has spearheaded a new wave of philanthropy, investing
directly in institutions and nonprofit organizations such as Dance Theatre of Harlem with generous gifts
that will ensure an upward trajectory for many years to come.
Virginia Johnson, Anna Glass, and DTH Board Chairman Ackneil Muldrow, III made the following
joint statement today:

“When Arthur Mitchell founded Dance Theatre of Harlem, he invested his own financial resources and
sold personal property in order to keep the organization afloat. Despite world-wide artistic acclaim, DTH
has struggled financially over the years due to a lack of access to resources, highlighting the inequity that
exists within philanthropy for organizations that are led by people of color. We are grateful to Ms. Scott
and Mr. Jewett for this extraordinary and transformative gift that will propel this institution onto a
pathway towards financial stability. More importantly, however, we want to thank Ms. Scott and Mr.
Jewett for recognizing our 52-year history of advancing and leading the conversation of racial equity and
social justice in ballet."
Ms. Scott and Mr. Jewett’s gift comes just as Dance Theatre of Harlem begins to navigate re-entering the
world of live, in-person touring and performance, a vital component of this organization’s mission, at the
same time it begins to re-imagine the traditional non-profit model in a year that has financially shaken the
sector to its core. This incredible financial commitment to DTH will allow the company to focus directly
on the work at hand in strengthening the organization while advancing its mission-driven work.
Throughout the last year, DTH has not been discouraged by the quick pivot to digital entertainment,
instead embracing the ability to share archival performances with new audiences not reached by their
traditionally extensive touring engagements. The series, DTH On Demand, streamed current and iconic
work to screens around the world, most recently featuring John Taras’ ravishing production of Firebird;
the 1988 ballet John Henry, created by DTH co-founder Arthur Mitchell; and Resident Choreographer
Robert Garland’s New Bach, which also landed the company on national broadcast television in an
appearance on “The Ellen DeGeneres Show.”
The Dance Theatre of Harlem School is the first component of the company to announce a return to inperson events. Following their Virtual Summer Minis for children ages 3-8 and Virtual Summer
Intensives for students ages 7-24, students will once again take to the barre in the studio beginning in
October. Providing high-quality classical ballet and dance training to children and youth ages 3-18, The
DTH School ensures that students of diverse backgrounds feel inspired and supported by providing a
physically and emotionally safe space where students are encouraged to explore their greatest potential as
growing artists.
Dance Theatre of Harlem co-founders Arthur Mitchell and Karel Shook carefully crafted a vision for
classical ballet that would serve as a beacon for the artform worldwide. More than five decades later,
Dance Theatre of Harlem remains grounded in its deep commitment to honor its legacy, as well as its
principal values of access, opportunity, and excellence, buttressing a vision for a future in which ballet
belongs to everyone and fully embraces the contributions of diverse communities.
ABOUT DANCE THEATRE OF HARLEM
Virginia Johnson (Artistic Director) is a founding member of Dance Theatre of Harlem and was one of
its principal ballerinas over a career that spanned nearly 30 years. After retiring in 1997, Ms. Johnson
went on to found Pointe Magazine and was editor-in-chief for 10 years. A native of Washington, D.C.,
Ms. Johnson began her training with Therrell Smith. She studied with Mary Day at the Washington
School of Ballet and graduated from the Academy of the Washington School of Ballet and went on to be
a University Scholar in the School of the Arts at New York University before joining Dance Theatre of
Harlem. Ms. Johnson is universally recognized as one of the great ballerinas of her generation and is
perhaps best known for her performances in the ballets Giselle, A Streetcar Named Desire and Fall River
Legend. She has received such honors as a Young Achiever Award from the National Council of Women,
Outstanding Young Woman of America, and the Dance Magazine Award.

Anna Glass (Executive Director)
Anna Glass has been involved in the performing arts as both an artist and arts administrator for over
twenty-five years. Together with Artistic Director Virginia Johnson, Ms. Glass co-launched a
collaborative initiative addressing racial inequity in ballet – The Equity Project. She currently serves on
the 2021-2022 TONY Nominating Committee, as well as the board of directors for the Association of
Performing Arts Professionals and the International African American Museum in Charleston, SC. Ms.
Glass received her undergraduate degree from Oberlin College and her JD from the University of Dayton
School of Law. She is also a licensed attorney in the State of New York.
Dance Theatre of Harlem is a leading dance institution of unparalleled global acclaim, encompassing a
world class company, a professional studio school, a leading arts education program - Dancing Through
Barriers®, and community engagement activites. Each component of Dance Theatre of Harlem carries a
solid commitment towards enriching the lives of young people and adults around the world through the
arts. Founded in 1969 by Arthur Mitchell and Karel Shook, Dance Theatre of Harlem was considered
“one of ballet’s most exciting undertakings” (The New York Times, 1971). Shortly after the assassination
of The Reverend Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Mitchell was inspired to start a school that would offer
children — especially those in Harlem, the community in which he was born — the opportunity to learn
about dance and the allied arts. Now in its fifth decade, Dance Theatre of Harlem has grown into a multicultural dance institution with an extraordinary legacy of providing opportunities for creative expression
and artistic excellence that continues to set standards in the performing arts.
Follow Dance Theatre of Harlem on Instagram and Facebook: @DanceTheatreOfHarlem; YouTube:
Dance Theatre of Harlem; and Twitter: @DTHBallet
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